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            ABOUT US
          

          Welcome to HILLSTAR

          DEVELOPERS PVT.LTD.

          
            HILLSTAR DEVELOPERS PVT.LTD., is a company, based in coimbatore and
            are in the field of construction since 1996 and have served peoples
            for more than two decade in many ways by making their dreams come
            true. Our aim is to serve people Walk-Through Quality construction
            in the coming year too. We strongly believe in ancient principles
            along with latest technology to maintain a positive vibrancy in
            every home we build.
          

          
            We believe construction is not alone a profession and it's a
            relationship.
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          HILLSTAR DEVELOPERS PVT.LTD., have a team of diligent professionals
          who can use latest technology and equipments and dedicated workers
          team for the construction of residential project and commericial
          arcades in and around coimbatore and in queen of hills ooty.
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            On Going Projects

            
              "Apple Valley"
              
Ooty...
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            Upcoming Projects

            
              "Hillstar One and Hillstar Two"
              
Coimbatore...
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              "Mountain Mist"
              
Ooty...
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              Our Vision

              
                We Promise perfection in Designing and Construction. We offer
                the productive and cost effective methods with best utilization
                of materials.
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              Our Mission

              
                HillStar Developers Pvt. Ltd’s
                aim is to provide
                "Good quality homes with world class living".
                We are recognized for our elegant style in construction that
                caters to Vaastu and modern architectural design.
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                      "Hi everybody For our latest luxury Apartment project
                        we have Chosen Hillstar Developers Pvt.Ltd. as our
                        builders, their technical expertise and sharp attention
                        to detail were invaluable. They actualized a complex
                        design plan flawlessly, completing the stunning
                        high-rise building not just on time but exceeding every
                        benchmark we set. Thanks to Hillstar's experience and
                        meticulous craftsmanship, we are thrilled with our new
                        home. We look forward to collaborating on many more
                        premier developments with Hillstar Developers Pvt.Ltd.an
                        exceptional company."
                    

                    - Mugunthan -
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                      "I truly appreciate the level of care and service
                        Hillstar Developers Pvt. Ltd. provides throughout the
                        construction process. They are consummate professionals
                        who value open communication and transparency above all
                        else. I would not hesitate to work with them again and
                        fully recommend their services. I was kept informed at
                        every milestone with complete transparency. The final
                        product - modern, sustainable, and visually striking -
                        has attracted premier tenants. HillStar delivers big
                        project expertise with small company care."
                    

                    - Keerthana -
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                      "Our new location required extensive customization and
                        complex finishes. Hillstar Developers Pvt. Ltd.
                        translated our vision into reality flawlessly. They
                        brought an amazing design to life, building a warm,
                        inviting space with high-end touches that delight our
                        patrons. exponentially thanks to the enticing,
                        comfortable atmosphere they created. From concept to
                        completion, it was a pleasure working with Hillstar's
                        collaborative team. Their dedication, personal care, and
                        construction expertise are unmatched in the
                        industry."
                    

                    - Aaditya -
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            LET'S TALK

            Speak With Expert

            Team
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                    hillstardevelopers@gmail.com 

                    info@hillstardevelopers.com
                  

                

              

            
	
              
                
                  
                

                
                  Phone:

                  
                    +91 90470-60060, 
+91 97885-70172, 
0422-2478030
                  

                

              

            
	
              
                

                
                  Corporate Office:

                  
                    954-A, Saravana Complex,

                    II nd Floor, Mettupalayam Road, 

                    R.S. Puram, Coimbatore-641002,

                    Tamil Nadu, India.
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              Hillstar Developers

              

              
                HILLSTAR DEVELOPERS PVT.LTD., is a company, based in coimbatore
                and are in the field of construction since 1996 and have served
                peoples for more than two decade in many ways by making their
                dreams come true. Our aim is to serve people Walk-Through
                Quality construction in the coming year too. We strongly believe
                in ancient principles along with latest technology to maintain a
                positive vibrancy in every home we build.
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